The objective of this course is to deal with some important topics in the empirical analysis of micro data (households, firms, etc.). We will study issues in the specification, estimation and testing of different models with cross-sectional and with panel data. The emphasis of the course is both on the econometric techniques and in the economic applications. Therefore, this course will be useful for those interesting in studying these econometric techniques per se, and for those who see the econometric techniques as necessary tools to develop applied work using micro data.

The examples of applications will be from a wide range of fields: labour economics, health economics, economics of education, Industrial Organization, demand estimation, evaluation of public policies, etc.

Prerequisites: Econometrics I and Econometrics II. Students are expected to know well and review before the course GMM, MLE, and other Extremum Estimators. This includes asymptotic properties of these estimators, testing, and selecting optimal instruments (in a GMM setting).

**Program**

1. Linear Models for Panel Data


Dynamic models. Models with strictly exogenous and predetermined variables. The bias of the within-groups estimator. GMM estimation of dynamic panel data models. Specification tests.

Examples of applications of these methods:
- I.O.: Identification and Estimation of Production Functions (e.g. Productivity in the telecommunications equipment industry). Olley and Pakes (1996); Ackerberg, Caves and Fraser (2006); and its comparison with Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998, 2000).

**2. Discrete Choice Models**


Binary choice models for panel data. Fixed-T solutions: static and dynamic models, random effects and fixed effects approaches to account for unobserved heterogeneity, identification problems and set identified parameters of interest. General solutions to fixed effects estimation (T is not fixed). Limitations of the linear index specification.

Structural dynamic discrete choice models and dynamic discrete games: Models, Estimation Methods, and Examples such as studying retirement decisions, occupational choices and career decisions, school drop-outs, patents renewal, estimation of demand and supply curves, effect of number of firms on the entry decision of a new firm, Auctions .

Examples of applied papers using these methods:

**3. Sample Selection Models**


4. Policy Evaluation


Examples of applied papers using these methods:


5. Quantile Regression

Medians and quantiles. LAD. Quantile regression. Asymptotic results. Endogenous quantiles and Quantile Treatment Effects.


6. Duration models


7. Introduction to Bayesian and Quasi-Bayesian Methods (if time permits)

Cameron and Trivedi (2005), Chapters 12-13
General Textbooks

Wooldridge or Cameron and Trivedi cover many of the topics, but no textbook covers all aspects. Arellano covers in depth the first chapter, but does not cover any other chapter. Further indications of chapters of these textbooks for each topic will be given in class.


An additional Textbook, not specific to microeconometrics, with a GMM-centered approach that you can use to review the Econometrics you should know as prerequisite for this course is: Hayashi, F. *Econometrics*. Princeton University Press, 2000.
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6.- Duration Models
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